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The Singapore National Employers Federation (SNEF) welcome the moves by the 

Ministry of Manpower to make it more attractive for top talent to work in Singapore. 

2. As the Singapore economy emerges from the COVID-19 pandemic, we need to seize 

opportunities to enhance our competitiveness to sustain economic growth and create good 

jobs for Singaporeans. Singapore is already the regional headquarters and talent hubs for 

many multi-national corporations. We can further strengthen our position by attracting more 

top talent to work in Singapore. 

 

Complement Singaporean Workforce 
3. Besides our harmonious industrial relations climate, conducive business environment 

as well as clean and safe living environment, the new Overseas Network and Expertise (ONE) 

Pass will make Singapore more attractive to top talent. 

 
4. Firstly, top talent can come to look for job opportunities as the ONE pass is 

personalised, and has a longer validity period of 5 years and is renewable.  This would also 

provide more certainty for top talent to relocate to Singapore.  
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5. Secondly, the ability to bring their spouses and dependents to Singapore is an 

important consideration for relocation. The former may have to give up their own career to 

relocate. Hence, by allowing spouses to work through a Letter of Consent, this will likely make 

top talent considers Singapore more favourably.  

 
6. SNEF also applaud widening the definition of talent for ONE pass to include those in 

arts, sports, science and academia. Some of these talent may not meet traditional criteria such 

as salary and education qualifications. By considering their achievements, this would enable 

Singapore to attract masters of different fields to help grow and diversify our economy. 

 

Supplement Singaporean Workforce 
7. Even as Singapore seek to attract top talent, the labour market still face skill shortages, 

in particular tech talent where the shortage is global. Employers will need to supplement their 

Singaporean workforce with foreigners in a timely manner so that business sustainability and 

growth are not affected.  As such, the reduction of the Fair Consideration Framework 

advertising period from 28 days to 14 days would certainly help employers, especially when 

they could not hire enough Singaporeans in a tight labour market to meet their business needs.  

 

Develop Singaporean Workforce 

8. While we make Singapore more attractive to top talent, employers must continue with 

efforts to develop Singaporeans to become global talents too. Employers could tap on 

Government programmes such as Global Ready Talent Programme and Singapore Global 

Executive Programme to groom “glocal talent”. 

 
9. At the same time, SNEF strongly encourage Singaporeans to seize overseas posting 

opportunities and venture out so that they can be developed to take on regional and global 

roles. With overseas exposure, they could also help more Singapore companies to 

internationalise by establishing their own overseas networks. 

 

Concluding Remarks 

10. Overall, by making Singapore more attractive to top talent, our economy can benefit 

from their expertise and connections to help the economy to be innovative and create new 

business opportunities. The Singaporean workforce would also gain from working with and 

learning from top talent. This would ensure Singapore can assemble the strongest workforce 

possible to remain one of the most competitive economies in the world where every business 

and every worker can grow and glow. 


